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DEMONSTRATION

VMC’s web interface is depicted in Fig. 1.

We demonstrate an experimental tool for the modeling and
analysis of behavioral variability in product families.

Categories and Subject Descriptors
D.2.4 [Software Engineering]: Software/Program Verification—Formal methods, Model checking
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Design, Experimentation, Verification
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1.

INTRODUCTION

In [6], we described the Variability Model Checker VMC,
a tool for the modeling and analysis of behavioral variability in product families, by focusing on its underlying formal
methods [3,4,11]. In this paper, we guide the reader through
a demonstration of its main features: VMC accepts a product family textually specified as a modal transition system
with additional variability constraints, from which it can
derive valid products, visualize the family/products graphically as modal/labeled transition systems, verify branchingtime temporal logic properties over the family/products, and
explain why a product does (not) satisfy a property.
The core of VMC consists of a command-line version of
the model checker and of a product generation procedure.
These programs are stand-alone executables written in Ada
which can easily be compiled for the Windows, Linux, Solaris, and Mac OS X platforms. These core executables are
wrapped with a set of CGI scripts handled by a web server,
making it easy to build a graphical html-oriented GUI and
to achieve integration with graph drawing tools. The development of VMC is ongoing, but a prototypical version is
publicly usable online (http://fmtlab.isti.cnr.it/vmc/)
while its executables are available upon request.

Figure 1: VMC web interface
Clicking “Model Definition” from the Commands Menu,
clicking “Select one of the examples”, using the scrollbar to
select coffeemodel6.txt, and clicking “Open Selected Example” results in Fig. 2: a family of coffee machines [3, 4, 6].

Figure 2: A product family/MTS specified in VMC
Figure 2 shows a textual process-algebraic encoding of a
Modal Transition System (MTS) with a set of constraints, in
the format accepted by VMC: the distinction in an MTS between mandatory/must and optional/may transitions is encoded in the resulting Labeled Transition System (LTS) by
appending (optional) to the transition labels of the latter,
while the permitted additional variability constraints are of
the form ALT(ernative), EXC(ludes), REQ(uires), and IFF
(shorthand for a bidirectional REQ).
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Figure 3 shows the corresponding MTS, with full (dotted)
edges for mandatory (optional) transitions, as obtained by
clicking “Load Current Model” and “View Family MTS”.

Figure 5: Outcome of Formula 1 verified with VMC
Clicking “Explain the Result” leads to Fig. 6, which shows
the beginning of the path through the MTS explored before
(cf. Fig. 4), thus falsifying Formula 1 with a counterexample.

Figure 3: Family/MTS of Fig. 2 visualized by VMC
Alternatively, once the current model is loaded, clicking
“View/Edit Current Model” allows to view/modify it, clicking “Explore the MTS” allows to interactively explore the
model’s state space, clicking “Modelcheck MTS” allows to
verify logical formulae over the family model, and clicking
“Generate Products” allows to derive (all) its valid products.
Figure 4 shows the result of clicking “Explore the MTS”,
followed by “C1 - -> C2 {dollar(optional)}”,“C2 - -> C4 {no
sugar}” and “C4 - -> C6 {unsugared cappuccino(optional)}”.
This shows that the MTS model of the coffee machine family
actually permits a user to buy a cappuccino with a dollar,
something which is forbidden for its products (only European
products may offer cappuccino [3, 4, 6]) by the variability
constraint dollar EXC unsugared_cappuccino (cf. Fig. 2).

Figure 6: Outcome of Formula 1 explained by VMC
This shows the need to consider additional variability constraints when deriving the products from an MTS model of
a product family. Indeed, clicking “Generate Products” lets
VMC generate all valid products/LTSs that are derivable
from the family/MTS of Figs. 2-3 when the set of variability
constraints in Fig. 2 is taken into account, according to the
algorithm in [4]. Figure 7 shows that there are 10 valid products of the family of coffee machines, listing also which of the
optional (dotted) labeled transitions each of them contains.

Figure 4: Family/MTS of Figs. 2/3 explored in VMC
This can be proved upfront by clicking “Modelcheck MTS”,
inserting the following “Logic Formula for Family MTS”:
[dollar ] EF !unsugared cappuccino" true

(1)

and clicking “Check The Formula”. Formula 1 expresses that
for every path (sequence of transitions) through the MTS
that starts with the insertion of a dollar, there must exist
a (continuation of this) path to an unsugared cappuccino.
From the above exploration (cf. Fig. 4), we know that this
is the case and indeed, as shown in Fig. 5, Formula 1 is true.

Figure 7: Products of family of Fig. 2 derived byVMC
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Clicking “Modelcheck Products”, inserting Formula 1 as
“Logic Formula for all Products”, and clicking “Check The
Formula” allows to verify Formula 1 over all valid products.
As expected and as shown in Fig. 8, this formula is false for
each product that allows the insertion of a dollar (because
only European coffee machines may offer cappuccino), while
it is true for each product that does not allow the insertion
of a dollar (because there obviously are no paths that start
with the insertion of a dollar in these European coffee machines). Hence, no valid product/coffee machine can deliver
an (unsugared) cappuccino upon the insertion of a dollar.

Figure 10: Product/LTS of Fig. 9 visualized by VMC

Figure 8: Outcomes of Formula 1 verified with VMC
Clicking one of these products, VMC loads it and opens a
new window with its textual encoding. Figure 9 shows the
result of clicking “product71-euro-sugared cappuccino-unsugared cappuccino-ring a tone” (a European coffee machine).

Figure 11: Outcome of Formula 2 verified with VMC
Clicking “Explain the Result” leads to Fig. 12, which shows
a path through the LTS that can be explored to reach a sugared cappuccino in this particular European coffee machine,
as well as a path to an unsugared cappuccino.

Figure 9: Specification of a product derived by VMC
Clicking “View the LTS Graph” leads to its corresponding
LTS with only full edges (mandatory transitions) in Fig. 10.
As before for the product family, also its valid products
can be explored and analyzed. Clicking “Modelcheck LTS”,
inserting the following “Logic Formula for Product LTS”:
(EF !sugared cappuccino" true) and
EF !unsugared cappuccino" true

(2)

and clicking “Check The Formula”, allows to verify whether
in this particular product/LTS there exists both a path to a
sugared and a path to an unsugared cappuccino. Figure 11
shows that Formula 2 is true.

Figure 12: Outcome of Formula 2 explained by VMC
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It is worth noticing that VMC can also be used to specify
(and subsequently analyze) only specific subsets of a product family’s valid products by applying restrictions by means
of constraints. For instance, the addition of the constraint
coffee EXC dollar to the original specification of the family of coffee machines in Fig. 2 would cause the derivation of
only European coffee machines as valid products, which can
consequently be analyzed both as a subset and individually.
The reader is warmly invited to experiment with VMC.

encoding the variability. SPLverifier offers two methods:
a brute-force one generates and verifies all valid products,
while an alternative one avoids the generation of all individual products as it verifies all possible feature combinations on a single product that is purpose-built to contain
all the family’s features. Like SNIP, features are central to
SPLverifier, but only the (renowned) problem of detecting feature interactions is addressed. Unlike VMC and SNIP,
variability in product (family) behaviour is not considered.

3.

4.

RELATED TOOLS
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VMC is the most recent product of a family of on-thefly model checkers that has been developed at ISTI–CNR
over the last two decades. This family includes the model
checkers FMC [12], UMC [5], and CMC [10]. Each member
of this family allows the efficient verification of functional
properties expressed in a specific action- and state-based
branching-time temporal logic derived from the family of
logics based on classic CTL (Computation Tree Logic) [7].
Related work on formal methods for the specification and
verification of (behavioral) variability in (software) product
lines (or families) is described in [4]. In this section, we discuss the three closest related tools for the analysis of (behavioral) variability in product lines that we are aware of. They
allow the verification of safety and liveness properties expressed in variants of Linear-time Temporal Logic (LTL) [13].
MTSA [9] is a prototype, built on top of the LTS Analyser
LTSA, for the analysis of MTSs specified in an extension of
the process algebra FSP (Finite State Processes). MTSA
allows 3-valued FLTL (Fluent LTL) model checking of MTSs
by reducing the verification to two FLTL model-checking
runs on LTSs. Hence, like VMC, it is an extension of a tool
for LTSs, but unlike VMC it does not allow specific features
for the generation and verification of product variability.
SNIP [8] is a model checker for product lines modeled
as Featured Transition Systems (FTSs, cf. [4] for a comparison with MTSs) specified in fPromela, a feature-based
variant of the Promela process modeling language of the
well-known SPIN model checker (http://spinroot.com/).
Features are declared in the Text-based Variability Language TVL and are actually taken into account by SNIP’s
explicit-state model-checking algorithm for the verification
of properties expressed in fLTL (feature LTL) interpreted
over FTSs, e.g. to verify a property only over a subset of
a family’s valid products. Exhaustive model-checking algorithms (which continue their search after a violation was
found) moreover allow to verify all the products of a family at once and to output all the products that violate a
property. Unlike VMC, SNIP is a command-line tool with
no graphical interface. Moreover, it was built from scratch,
while VMC profits from numerous optimization techniques
that were implemented over the years in the family of model
checkers to which it belongs. SNIP, however, treats features
as first-class citizens, with built-in support for feature diagrams, and it implements model-checking algorithms tailored for product families.
The tool suite SPLverifier [2] uses standard off-the-shelf
model-checking techniques to verify the absence of feature
interactions by means of an approach called feature-aware
verification. To this aim, the AutoFeature automata language for specifying features in separate and composable
units was developed, while a variant of abstract syntax trees,
called Feature Structure Trees (FSTs), forms the basis for
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